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[1] An inverse method is used to investigate the global carbon cycle from the early
Holocene (8 kyr BP) to the end of the pre-industrial period (0 kyr BP) in an improved
version of the ‘‘green’’ McGill Paleoclimate Model (MPM). In this paper, we now take
into account the vegetation-precipitation feedback and evaluate the terrestrial carbon
cycle for the pre-industrial equilibrium. From our coupled transient simulation under
orbital forcing, reconstructed (Taylor Dome) atmospheric CO2 forcing and a prescribed
retreating Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS), we find a decrease of 70 PgC in total carbon
storage in the Sahara region (15�N to 30�N and 15�W to 50�E), which is caused by the
desertification simulated in the green MPM. The above decrease is partially
compensated by an increase of 40 PgC in total carbon storage in the Southern Hemisphere
from 8 to 2 kyr BP. From an analysis of the total carbon stored under the ice sheet, we can
infer that this carbon has negligible impact on atmospheric CO2 after 8 kyr BP. From
our model results, we further conclude that the retreating LIS, together with the
vegetation-albedo feedback, cause the global terrestrial carbon to increase from 8 to
6 kyr BP. The application of the inverse method suggests that the first 10 ppmv increase
in atmospheric CO2 from 8 to 6 kyr BP comes from the ocean. Finally, in the model
simulations, the total terrestrial carbon release from 6 to 0 kyr BP is about 68 to 95 PgC,
which would produce about a 5 to 7 ppmv atmospheric CO2 increase, based on the
calculation of Joos et al. (2004). Owing to our model limitation (there is no ocean carbon
cycle), we cannot conclude whether the overall oceanic CO2 release from 8 to 0 kyr BP
is due to outgassing related to SST changes or to calcite compensation as proposed
by Broecker et al. (2001).
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1. Introduction

[2] In a recent paper [Wang et al., 2005b] (hereinafter
referred to as WMWB), the ‘‘green’’ McGill Paleoclimate
Model (MPM) was used to investigate the biogeophysical
roles of vegetation dynamics and a receding Laurentian Ice
Sheet (LIS) on the evolution of the Holocene climate up to
eight thousand years before present (8 kyr BP), under
variable Milankovitch forcing according to Berger [1978]
and a constant atmospheric CO2 concentration of 280 ppmv.

The main goal of this paper is to extend the work of
WMWB on the simulation of the Holocene climate by
including: (1) the vegetation-precipitation feedback, where
evapotranspiration from the terrestrial vegetation is the
critical link; and (2) a prescribed but variable atmospheric
CO2 forcing on ecosystem production based on the
Taylor Dome record [Indermühle et al., 1999], as shown
in Figure 1.
[3] The green MPM, apart from the vegetation module

(VECODE, see Brovkin et al. [2002] and the references
therein), consists of a coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea ice-
land surface Earth system Model of Intermediate Complex-
ity (EMIC, [see Claussen et al., 2002]) that is sectorially
averaged in the zonal direction [Wang and Mysak, 2000].
The ocean component simulates the global thermohaline
circulation, and the atmosphere is represented by an energy-
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moisture balance model with prescribed winds. In
VECODE, the carbon stored in live vegetation is partitioned
into two pools, and two pools are used to represent soil
organic matter (SOM). We modify VECODE to allow for a
slowly accumulating store of recalcitrant carbon in the soil.
Also in this paper we evaluate, for the first time, the pre-
industrial terrestrial carbon cycle in the green MPM by
comparing our simulated stores with the estimates of
Schimel et al. [1994], Schimel [1995] and Falloon et al.
[1998]. The novel features of this paper are: (1) prescription
of a slow retreat of the LIS from 8 to 6 kyr BP [see
Ruddiman, 2000, Figure 14-2], which has an impact on
the Holocene vegetation dynamics and terrestrial carbon
cycle, especially in northern high latitudes; (2) consider-
ation of both vegetation-albedo and vegetation-precipitation
feedbacks [see Ruddiman, 2000, Box 2–6] in our transient
simulation, which play important roles in the desertification
of northern Africa; and (3) use of a different physical
climate model (the green MPM) than that of Brovkin et
al. [2002] and Joos et al. [2004]. Other special aspects of
the paper are: (1) introduction of an inverse method (see
Section 2.3 for more details) to close the global carbon
cycle by employing the conservation of global carbon
according to the assumptions in Brovkin et al. [2002] and
Joos et al. [2004]; (2) disregard of the one-way transport of
carbon from land to ocean; and (3) neglect of the buildup
and decay of peatlands (wetlands) carbon. These aspects
allow us to analyze the atmospheric carbon sources through-
out the Holocene up to 8 kyr BP. Assumptions similar to the
latter two above were also made by Brovkin et al. [2002]
and Joos et al. [2004].
[4] Several explanations for the Holocene atmospheric

CO2 change (�20 ppmv increase from 8 kyr to 390 yr BP)
have been hypothesized recently [Indermühle et al., 1999;
Broecker et al., 1999, 2001; Broecker and Clark, 2003;

Ruddiman, 2003; Ridgwell et al., 2003]. Indermühle et al.
[1999] suggest that most of the variability in atmospheric
CO2 concentration is caused by changes in the amount of
terrestrial biomass and sea surface temperature (SST). From
an inverse model, they estimate a terrestrial uptake of
110 PgC in the early Holocene, followed by a release of
195 PgC between 7 and 1 kyr BP. They conclude that the
global annual mean SST increased about 0.5�C between
9 and 6 kyr BP. Broecker et al. [2001] propose that the
20 ppmv rise in atmospheric CO2 concentration over the last
8 kyr was, in part, due to the 500 PgC increase in terrestrial
biomass early in the present interglacial. Broecker et al.
[2001] argue that the CO2 released from the ocean-atmo-
sphere reservoir and used for the early regrowth of terres-
trial biosphere would have led to an increase in the
carbonate ion ([CO3

=]) concentration in the deep ocean. As
a consequence, the lysocline would have deepened and the
oceanic CaCO3 budget would have become imbalance; that
is, the supply of CaCO3 by weathering discharge would
have been temporarily smaller than the loss by sedimenta-
tion. This imbalance causes the surface ocean partial pres-
sure of CO2 to be larger than that of the atmospheric CO2,
until a new equilibrium is reached. The estimated time for
such an adjustment to occur is on the order of 5,000 years
[Broecker and Peng, 1987; Sundquist, 1990; Archer et al.,
1997].
[5] More recently, Ruddiman [2003] proposed that the

Holocene atmospheric CO2 increase is due to a large release
of carbon by changes in land use before the beginning of
industrialization at about 1800 AD. His hypothesis is based
on: (1) the existence of cyclic variations in atmospheric CO2

driven by Earth orbital changes during the last 350,000
years that predict decreases, rather than increases, through-
out the Holocene; and (2) a wide array of archaeological,
cultural, historical and geologic evidence that points to
possible sources due to anthropogenic land-use changes.
Finally, Ridgwell et al. [2003], following the work of Berger
[1982a, 1982b], suggest that the buildup of coral reefs
during the past 8 kyr could explain the atmospheric CO2

increase.
[6] The reconstructed CO2 increase during the Holocene

has also been studied by the paleoclimate modeling com-
munity. From an analysis of the transient runs of the
CLIMBER-2 model that includes modules for the oceanic
and terrestrial carbon cycles, Brovkin et al. [2002] find a
higher land carbon store of 90 PgC at 8 kyr BP, compared to
the pre-industrial value. To explain the atmospheric CO2

rise, they need an additional assumption of excessive
CaCO3 sedimentation in the ocean. Joos et al. [2004]
recently coupled the carbon component of the Bern Carbon
Cycle Climate (Bern CC) model with the Lund-Potsdam-
Jena (LPJ) Dynamic Global Vegetation Model (DGVM).
These model components are driven by climate fields from
time-slice simulations of the past 21 kyr carried out using
(1) the Hadley Centre Unified Model [Pope et al., 2000], or
(2) the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
Climate System Model [Boville and Gent, 1998]. Their
results suggest that a range of mechanisms, including calcite
compensation in response to earlier terrestrial uptake (dur-
ing the last glacial-interglacial transition), terrestrial carbon

Figure 1. Taylor Dome derived atmospheric CO2

concentration and corresponding carbon storage in PgC
(1015 gC). To convert ppmv to PgC, multiply the former by
2.13 PgC/ppmv, the well-known conversion constant for the
atmosphere. See color version of this figure at back of this
issue.
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uptake and release (through the Holocene), SST changes,
and coral reef buildup contributed to the Holocene atmo-
spheric CO2 increase.
[7] The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In

section 2, the model extension, experimental design, and the
inverse method are described. Four scenarios for the carbon
stored beneath an ice sheet are proposed and evaluated in
section 3. In section 4, five snapshot (equilibrium) simu-
lations are presented and the distribution of carbon store is
evaluated using published estimates. In section 5, the results
of four transient simulations are shown and compared with
those in other model studies. A summary and some con-
cluding remarks are given in section 6.

2. Model Extension and Experimental Design

2.1. Model Extension and Description

[8] The land surface component in the green MPM as
described by Wang et al. [2005a] has been extended to
include the vegetation-precipitation feedback by taking
into account the evapotranspiration processes associated
with the terrestrial vegetation. The model we use for
these processes is structurally similar to MOSES 2 [Cox
et al., 1999, equations (1)–(4)] and SLand [Hales et al.,
2004, equation (6)]. In a region without vegetation cover,
evapotranspiration (EL) is given by equation (17) of
Wang and Mysak [2000]. In a region with vegetation,
evapotranspiration is given by the following equation:

EL ¼ min 1;wl=wkð Þ El þ Evð Þ qsat Tlð Þ � q½ �; ð1Þ

where wl is the soil moisture content, wk is a critical value
given by wk = 0.75wm, in which wm is the field capacity of
moisture (0.15 m) [Manabe, 1969], q is the specific
humidity, and qsat (Tl) is the saturated specific humidity at
the temperature of the land surface (Tl). The quantities El

(evaporation) and Ev (transpiration) in equation (1) are
given by the following two equations:

El ¼ raCEUl; ð2Þ

where ra is the density of air, CE is the Dalton number
(1.3 	 10�3) and Ul is the zonally averaged wind over land
from Oberhuber [1988], and

Ev ¼ ZvSmaxZ
1=4
w 1� e�CkZlai

� �
=Ck ; ð3Þ

where Zv is the zonally averaged total vegetation fraction,
Smax is the maximum value of surface conductance [Hales et
al., 2004], Zw is the zonally averaged soil moisture content,
Ck = 0.75 is the nondimensional extinction coefficient, and
Zlai is the zonally averaged leaf area index.
[9] After the implementation of evapotranspiration in the

green MPM, the precipitation in the equatorial region
increases slightly. The vegetation distribution and surface
air temperature (SAT) field in this region are also improved
(figures not shown). These improvements are not only due
to changes in the hydrological cycle, but also due to the
commensurate changes in the latent heat fluxes between the

land and the overlying atmosphere, which yield a better
surface energy balance.
[10] Since the green MPM is fully described by Wang et

al. [2005a, 2005b], here we only briefly describe the
terrestrial carbon cycle module. In VECODE, the carbon
in the live vegetation is partitioned into two compartments:
a ‘‘fast’’ pool of green biomass (B1) that includes mainly
leaves; and a ‘‘slow’’ pool of structural biomass (B2) that
includes stems and roots. Dead organic matter in the soil is
also divided into a ‘‘fast’’ compartment (B3) that consists
mainly of woody residue; and a ‘‘slow’’ compartment (B4)
that consists of humus (see Brovkin et al. [2002] for more
details). We add recalcitrant organic carbon into the latter
‘‘slow’’ SOM carbon pool (B4), which becomes an impor-
tant compartment in SOM due to its long turnover time
(thousands of years). We do this by increasing the residence
time of the ‘‘slow’’ SOM carbon pool in VECODE. Net
primary productivity (NPP) is simulated annually, on the
basis of the semi-empirical parameterization of Lieth
[1975]. The fertilization effect of atmospheric CO2 concen-
tration on plant growth is taken into account by the method
of den Elzen et al. [1995] (as cited by Brovkin et al. [2002]).

2.2. Details of Experimental Design

[11] The atmosphere, improved land surface, and sea ice
components of the MPM together with VECODE are first
spun up under the forcing of: (1) present-day monthly mean
insolation radiation at the top of the atmosphere as derived
from Berger [1978]; (2) the zonally averaged monthly SST
climatology from Levitus [1982]; and (3) a fixed atmospheric
CO2 concentration of 280 ppmv. This set-up is intended to
represent the pre-industrial forcing conditions at approxi-
mately 1800 AD. A quasi-equilibrium state for these four
components is attained after a 60-year integration.
[12] The ‘‘pre-industrial’’ equilibrium run (EQ-0k in

Table 1) is next performed by coupling the ocean compo-
nent to the aforementioned four components using flux
adjustments [Wang and Mysak, 2000]. The equilibrium state
is reached after a 5-kyr integration. Two other equilibrium
runs (EQ-6k and EQ-8k in Table 1) are carried out as above,
but with solar forcing and a prescribed residue of the LIS
(see Figure 1 of WMWB) set at the values valid for 6 and
8 kyr BP. The reconstructed atmospheric CO2 concentration
from Taylor Dome at 6 and 8 kyr BP (Figure 1) are used
for these simulations. Another two equilibrium runs (EQ-
0k-CO2 and EQ-8k-clm, see Table 1) are also carried out, in
which the atmospheric CO2 concentrations for the terrestrial
carbon cycle module are prescribed at 260 and 280 ppmv,
respectively. We did these latter two experiments to test the
sensitivity of the terrestrial carbon cycle to the atmospheric
CO2 concentration (i.e., (EQ-0k-CO2)-(EQ-0k) = impact of
CO2) and the climate (i.e., (EQ-8k-clm)-(EQ-0k) = impact
of climate) in the green MPM.
[13] To set up the model for the four transient runs (see

last four lines in Table 1), the green MPM is first spun up
for 5060 years to reach an equilibrium state as in the EQ-8k
run described above, except in the experiment AOV0, in
which there is no LIS. The model is then integrated from 8 to
0 kyr BP with varying solar forcing as prescribed by Berger
[1978], the reconstructed atmospheric CO2 concentration
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from Taylor Dome (Figure 1), and for different LIS cases
and a suppressed ‘‘fertilization’’ case: (1) with no LIS, but
with interactive vegetation (AOV0 run in Table 1); (2) with
LIS fixed at 8 kyr BP, but with interactive vegetation
(AOV8 run in Table 1); (3) with interactive vegetation and
the prescribed retreat of the LIS as in WMWB (AOVI run in
Table 1); and (4) same as in the AOVI run, except that the
CO2 fertilization is suppressed for the terrestrial carbon
cycle module by fixing the CO2 content at 260 ppmv
(AOVI* run in Table 1). We carry out the AOV0 run to
compare our model results with those of Brovkin et al.
[2002] and Joos et al. [2004]. Note that: (1) the ice sheet
component is not interactive in any of these simulations; (2)
the Greenland Ice Sheet (GIS) is prescribed at the most
eastern part of northern North America, and it is fixed in all
these simulations; and (3) the vegetation component is
interactive in all these simulations. We fixed the GIS
because the changes are much smaller during the pre-
industrial Holocene than during the glacial period
[Huybrechts, 2002].

2.3. An Inverse Method

[14] Since we do not yet have an oceanic carbon cycle
module in the green MPM, we used an inverse method to
close the Holocene global carbon cycle in our model. On the
timescales of interest, there are three major reservoirs in the
global carbon cycle: (1) terrestrial biosphere (including
recalcitrant carbon), (2) atmosphere and (3) ocean (includ-
ing sedimentation). Two-way exchanges of carbon can
occur between the atmosphere and terrestrial biosphere,
and between the atmosphere and ocean; however, the only
exchange of carbon between the terrestrial biosphere and
ocean is the one-way transport from land to ocean through
river discharge of DIC and dissolved organic carbon (DOC).
Examples of how we use the inverse method are as follows:
If both terrestrial and atmospheric carbon storages increase
over a certain period, we can conclude that the source for
these carbon increases must comes from the ocean. On the
other hand, if the atmospheric carbon increases and
the terrestrial carbon decreases, we cannot conclude that
the source of the increased carbon in the atmosphere comes
from the terrestrial biosphere only. Some of the atmospheric
increase could also come from the ocean.
[15] As in the work by Brovkin et al. [2002] and Joos et

al. [2004], our goal is to have the global carbon storage
conserved in our transient simulations. To ensure this

conservation in their models, Brovkin et al. [2002] and Joos
et al. [2004] added an external sedimentation process in the
oceanic carbon cycle module. In our simulations, the
oceanic carbon pool (including the sedimentation process)
is considered as a box whose content is varied to compen-
sate for the changes of (1) the atmospheric carbon storage
calculated from Taylor Dome, and (2) the terrestrial carbon
storage simulated by VECODE. From Figure 1 and our
simulations, we can calculate the carbon storage for the
atmosphere and land each year. Assuming conservation of
total carbon in the system, we can infer the required carbon
changes in the ocean.
[16] As shown in Figure 1 of Joos et al. [2004], the ocean

is roughly in equilibrium with the atmosphere on a millen-
nial timescale, and about 85% of the carbon emission from
the land into the atmosphere must have been removed by
the ocean. If we can estimate the total amount of carbon
release from the terrestrial biosphere, we can calculate the
contribution of the land carbon emission to the atmospheric
CO2 increase by the following equation:

ACO2
¼ CsourcePf Ra; ð4Þ

where ACO2
is the atmospheric CO2 concentration increase

in ppmv, Csource is the total land carbon source in PgC, Pf =
0.15 is the ratio of the total land carbon source that has
remained in the atmosphere, and Ra = 0.47 ppmv/PgC is the
well-known conversion constant for the atmosphere.
[17] The value of Pf used on the right-hand side of

equation (4) is an approximation for the Holocene case
(F. Joos, personal communication, 2004). At a background
atmospheric CO2 level of about 280 ppmv, only about 15% of
the perturbation in the atmosphere-ocean system remains
airborne. We note that this airborne fraction is not well
constrained, as ocean carbonate chemistry and carbonate
compensation will further reduce it.

3. Carbon Storage Underneath an Ice Sheet

[18] Before we discuss the simulated terrestrial carbon
storage for the equilibrium runs (EQ-0k, EQ-6k, and EQ-8k),
we need to have a method for estimating the carbon storage
underneath an ice sheet. Van Andel and Tzedakis [1996]
suggested that before the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM),
there were many areas of vegetation and soil that were later
covered by the LIS. Recently, Zeng [2003] carried this one

Table 1. Summary of Equilibrium and Transient Simulations Carried Out

Acronym Orbital Forcing CO2 in Climate Model, ppmv CO2 in VECODE, ppmv LISa

EQ-0k pre-industrial 280 280 none
EQ-6k 6 kyr BP 270 270 fixed at 6 kyr BP
EQ-8k 8 kyr BP 260 260 fixed at 8 kyr BP
EQ-0k-CO2 pre-industrial 280 260 none
EQ-8k-clm 8 kyr BP 260 280 fixed at 8 kyr BP
AOV0 variable from Taylor Dome from Taylor Dome none
AOV8 variable from Taylor Dome from Taylor Dome fixed at 8 kyr BP
AOVI variable from Taylor Dome from Taylor Dome retreating
AOVI*

b variable from Taylor Dome 260 retreating

aLIS denotes Laurentide Ice Sheet.
bCO2 fertilization is suppressed in the terrestrial carbon cycle module.
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step further by proposing ‘‘The Glacial Burial Hypothe-
sis’’ to explain the glacial-interglacial atmospheric CO2

changes.
[19] However, Adams and Faure [1998] argued that it is

doubtful whether there was a major store of organic carbon
underneath the continental ice sheets (or whether the carbon
was frozen into permafrost in the periglacial zones) at the
LGM. Most sedimentological and pedological studies [e.g.,
see West, 1978; Williams et al., 1993] of both ancient and
recently produced glacial debris indicate that this material is
highly sterile and lacking in organic matter and weathered
nutrients. Assuming the pre-industrial condition as a good
proxy for the pre-LGM state, we propose four possible
scenarios for carbon storage underneath an ice sheet. In

Table 2. Results of Terrestrial Carbon Storage in Pools B3 and B4

From the Above Four Proposed Scenarios (I, II, III and IV) as

Listed in the Text

Acronyma

Fast SOM (B3)b Slow SOM (B4)b

I II III IV I II III IV

EQ-0k 499 499 499 499 998 998 998 998
EQ-0k-CO2 491 491 491 499 982 982 982 998
EQ-6k 517 517 517 517 1036 1036 1036 1036
EQ-8k 512 512 516 517 1026 1026 1026 1027
EQ-8k-clm 519 519 524 525 1041 1043 1043 1044

aWe do not have green and structural biomass whenever the land surface
is covered by an ice sheet.

bThis denotes soil organic matter given in PgC.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the terrestrial carbon cycle in the green MPM for the year of (a) 8 kyr
BP, (b) 6 kyr BP and (c) 0 kyr BP. Units are PgC for carbon storage and PgC/yr for carbon flux. Turnover
times are in years.
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scenario I, we neglect all the terrestrial carbon inventories,
namely, B1, B2, B3 and B4 as defined in section 2.1. In
scenario II, we keep only the slow SOM carbon pool (B4),
and neglect all other terrestrial carbon inventories. In
scenario III, we neglect the green and structural biomass
pools (B1 and B2) and keep the slow and fast SOM pools
(B3 and B4). In scenario IV, we store half of the total carbon
above ground (B1 and B2) in the fast SOM pool (B3), and
half in the slow SOM (B4).
[20] From Table 2, we note that for these four scenarios,

the changes in a specific experiment (e.g., EQ-0k) are quite
small, which means that the green MPM simulates negligi-
ble terrestrial carbon storage when the land surface is
covered by the prescribed GIS in all four scenarios. In fact,
the total terrestrial carbon storage neglected (scenario I) in
the EQ-8k run is about 6 PgC, which is only 0.28% of the
simulated global terrestrial carbon storage at 8 kyr BP. It is
also interesting to note that in two sensitivity experiments
(EQ-0k-CO2 and EQ-8k-clm in Table 2), the results are
quite different from the pre-industrial equilibrium (EQ-0k)
run (see detailed discussion in section 4.3). Since the
neglected terrestrial carbon storage (scenario I) is at a
maximum 0.41% (9 PgC) of the simulated global terrestrial
carbon for the EQ-8k-clm run, we will choose scenario I.
That means we neglect all the terrestrial carbon inventories
(B1, B2, B3 and B4) in all our simulations afterward,
whenever the land surface is covered by an ice sheet (the
LIS and/or the GIS).

4. Equilibrium Simulations

[21] The pre-industrial equilibrium simulation (EQ-0k) is
important for evaluating the terrestrial carbon cycle module
in the green MPM. Our model simulates a global NPP of
58.7 PgC/yr (Figure 2c), which is consistent with estimates
in IPCC TAR [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, 2001] and falls within the ranges of other model
simulations [Cramer et al., 1999, 2001]. The simulated
global terrestrial carbon is 2095 PgC; this value derives
from 598 PgC (green + structural) carbon plus 1497 PgC
(fast and slow SOM) carbon. The above partitioning of the
terrestrial carbon reservoir in the green MPM is consistent
with the studies of Schimel et al. [1994], Schimel [1995],
Foley [1995], and Cramer et al. [2001]. We added the
recalcitrant carbon pool as estimated by Falloon et al.
[1998] into the slow SOM pool in VECODE; thus the
turnover time for this pool has been increased from 1000
years as in the work by Brovkin et al. [2002], to 4000 years.
The addition of the recalcitrant carbon pool is important in
our simulation, since its turnover time is of the same order
as the length of our integration.
[22] The general agreement between our simulated terres-

trial carbon cycle and the published estimates for the pre-
industrial carbon cycle gives us confidence in our model
results. At steady state for the pre-industrial equilibrium, the
simulated global NPP is partitioned into a green biomass
flux of 18.8 PgC/yr and a structural biomass flux of 39.9
PgC/yr. Note that the green biomass flux includes only
green leaf production in VECODE. The growth of roots and
shoots is included in the structural biomass flux. The slow-

est decomposition rate of SOM is about 1 PgC/yr, which is
much lower than the rate of litterfall from the green biomass
(9 PgC/yr) and from the structural biomass (33.7 PgC/yr)
(Figure 2c).
[23] The simulated pre-industrial vegetation distribution is

shown in Figure 3. We note that northern Canada and
Eurasia are covered mainly by boreal forest (Figure 3a),
except for the most eastern part of northern North America,
where the Greenland Ice Sheet is prescribed. In the
subtropical region, the green MPM simulates the location
of the African and Middle East deserts (Figure 3c). In the
equatorial region, the tropical rain forest is well located.
With inclusion of the vegetation-precipitation feedback, the
rain forest fraction has increased from 0.4–0.5, as seen in
Figure 2 of Wang et al. [2005a], to 0.6–0.7 (Figure 3a).
However, the green MPM still overestimates the Southern
Hemisphere (SH) forest cover because it simulates too
much precipitation in narrow-width continents (see the
moisture transport parameterization scheme of Wang and
Mysak [2000]). Generally, the pre-industrial vegetation
distribution is in good agreement with the observation of
Olson et al. [1983] and model simulations of Cramer et al.
[2001].

4.1. Simulated Terrestrial Carbon Storage Changes

[24] At 8 kyr BP, the simulated global terrestrial carbon is
2137 PgC (Figure 2a), which is the sum of 599 PgC
(green + structural biomass) and 1538 PgC (fast + slow
SOM). This is within the range of the estimates of Peng et
al. [1994, 1998], Foley [1994] and Adams and Faure
[1998]. The model also simulates a green Sahara region
(see WMWB), which is similar to the reconstruction of
TEMPO Members [1996] and the study of Prentice and
Jolly [2000]. From 8 to 0 kyr BP, the total SOM carbon
decreases by 41 PgC (Figures 2a and 2c), accounting for
98% of the global terrestrial carbon decrease over this
period. This results from a small net change in vegetation
(biomass) carbon. However, there are regional changes in
vegetation carbon, which largely cancel out. For the same
period, Brovkin et al. [2002] calculated a 90 PgC decrease
for the terrestrial carbon store, while Joos et al. [2004]
found increases ranging from 39 to 158 PgC depending on
the climate models used. Interesting enough, like Joos et al.
[2004], Beerling [2000] also simulated mid-Holocene car-
bon storages that were 265 and 370 PgC lower than the pre-
industrial value, when he coupled the Sheffield Dynamic
Global Vegetation Model (SDGVM) with climate forcings
from the UK Universities Global Atmospheric Modeling
Programme (UGAMP [Hall and Valdes, 1997]) and the
NCAR GENESIS simulations [Kutzbach et al., 1998],
respectively.
[25] On the other hand, François et al. [1999] recon-

structed the global terrestrial carbon storage using the
carbon assimilation in the biosphere (CARAIB) model for
the mid-Holocene and LGM. They estimated that the carbon
storage changes from the mid-Holocene to the pre-industrial
period ranged from a decrease of 132 PgC to an increase of
92 PgC. The CARAIB model uncertainties with respect to
the CO2 fertilization contribute to the range of storage
changes.
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[26] The NPP at 8 kyr is 2.1 PgC/yr higher than that
at 0 kyr BP (Table 3), which is similar to the value of
3.1 PgC/yr of Brovkin et al. [2002]. The largest change of
total carbon occurs in the Sahara region where there is a
decrease of 70 PgC from 8 to 0 kyr BP (Table 3). This is
partially compensated by the increased carbon in the north-
ern boreal forest, the SH, and the equatorial areas (the total
increase is 48 PgC from 8 to 0 kyr BP, Table 3). The main
contributions to the SH carbon rise are increases in the
‘‘slow’’ pool of structural biomass (B2) and the ‘‘slow’’
compartment of SOM (B4) (figure not shown). The
increases in the B2 and B4 pools are associated with an
increased tree fraction (about 0.1, figure not shown), caused
by the relatively wetter condition (see Figure 7 of WMWB)
and the slightly warmer austral summer (see Figure 6 of
WMWB).
[27] From Figure 2b, we note that at 6 kyr BP, the global

terrestrial carbon is 2163 PgC. This value is the sum of
610 PgC (green + structural biomass) and 1553 PgC (fast +
slow SOM). From 8 to 6 kyr BP the total carbon in northern
boreal forest increases by 11 PgC (Table 3). This is 42% of
the global carbon increase (26 PgC). Such a large contri-
bution from this region can be attributed to the prescribed
retreat of the LIS and the positive vegetation-albedo feed-
back. The SH total carbon increases by 25 PgC (Table 3)
over the same period owing to an increased tree fraction
(about 0.05, figure not shown). The gradual desertification
of the Sahara region results in a reduction of the total carbon
by 25 PgC from 8 to 6 kyr BP (Table 3). The desert fraction

in the Sahara region increases about 10% at 6 kyr BP (see
Figure 12 of WMWB). Since the above changes of total
carbon in the SH and Sahara region offset each other,
the remaining 58% of the global carbon increase from 8 to
6 kyr BP must come from the NH midlatitude and equato-
rial regions.
[28] On the basis of our inverse method (section 2.3), the

inferred carbon changes in the ocean for the periods from
8 to 6 kyr BP and from 6 to 0 kyr BP are �46 and 46 PgC,
respectively (Table 4). The ocean is the only source for both

Table 3. Results for the Terrestrial Carbon Storage From Five

Equilibrium Simulations

Acronym NPPa TTCSb TCBOc TCSAd TCSHe TCEQf

EQ-0k 58.8 2095 180 25 456 509
EQ-6k 61.1 2163 188 70 442 504
EQ-8k 60.9 2137 177 95 417 500
EQ-0k-CO2 57.8 2061 177 24 449 501
EQ-8k-clm 61.8 2171 180 96 424 508

aThis denotes net primary productivity in PgC/yr.
bThis denotes total terrestrial carbon storage in PgC.
cThis denotes total carbon storage in northern boreal forest (60�N to

75�N) in PgC.
dThis denotes total carbon storage in Sahara region (15�N to 30�N and

15�W to 50�E) in PgC.
eThis denotes total carbon storage in Southern Hemisphere (south of

10�S) in PgC.
fThis denotes total carbon storage in equatorial area (10�S to 10�N)

in PgC.

Figure 3. Vegetation cover in the green MPM of (a) tree fraction, (b) grass fraction and (c) desert
fraction for the pre-industrial period. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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the atmospheric and land carbon increases from 8 to 6 kyr
BP. However, from 6 to 0 kyr BP, terrestrial carbon
emission could contribute to the atmospheric CO2 rise.
The terrestrial carbon emission could produce an atmo-
spheric CO2 rise of about 5 ppmv from 6 to 0 kyr BP,
according to equation (4).

4.2. Simulated Terrestrial Carbon Dynamics

[29] The simulated biomass changes slightly from 8 to
6 kyr BP (Figure 4a) and from 6 to 0 kyr BP (Figure 4b).
From 8 to 6 kyr BP, the largest increase occurs in eastern
North America, where the simulated biomass increase
ranges from 1.5 to 5.5 kgC m�2. The retreating LIS,
together with the vegetation-albedo feedback, contributes
to this large biomass increase. In contrast, the simulated

biomass increase from 8 to 6 kyr BP in the SH is smaller (up
to 1.5 kgC m�2). On the other hand, the simulated biomass
decreases from 8 to 6 kyr BP in mainly monsoon related
regions (e.g., southeastern Asia and central America). As
shown in Figure 7 of WMWB, the monsoon precipitation
decreases from 8 to 6 kyr BP in these regions. From 6 to
0 kyr BP, the simulated biomass (Figure 4b) substantially
decreases in the NH, in particular, in northern Africa,
southeastern Asia and central America. This decrease is
likely due to: (1) the decreasing summer insolation in the
NH, caused by the orbital parameter changes; and (2) the
desertification of the Sahara region, caused by the further
reduction of monsoon precipitation there (see Figure 12 of
WMWB).
[30] The simulated soil carbon increases substantially

from 8 to 6 kyr BP in eastern North American high-latitudes
(Figure 5a), ranging from 5 to 15 kgC m�2. The largest
increase is mainly located in areas which have been covered
by the prescribed LIS at 8 kyr BP. This is because we
neglect all the soil carbon if the land surface is covered by
an ice sheet (see section 3). For the rest of the globe, the
simulated soil carbon slightly increases from 8 to 6 kyr BP,
except in subtropical NH (e.g., northern Africa and south-
eastern Asia) where it decreases owing to the simulated
decrease of the NPP (figure not shown) and biomass
(Figure 4a) in the same region. From 6 to 0 kyr BP, the
simulated soil carbon slightly decreases in North American
high-latitudes, and dramatically decreases in northern Africa
and southeastern Asia, with a maximum decrease of 3–

Table 4. Carbon Storage Changes for the Atmosphere, Land, and

the Oceana

Period Atmospheric Carbonb Land Carbonc Ocean Carbond

8 to 6 kyr BP 20 26 �46
6 to 0 kyr BP 22 �68 46

aOcean change is inferred assuming a global carbon balance. A positive
(negative) value denotes an increase (decrease).

bCarbon storage changes from late to early times, in PgC, are from
Figure 1.

cCarbon storage changes from late to early times, in PgC, are from the
simulations.

dInferred carbon storage changes using the inverse method from late to
early times are in PgC.

Figure 4. Simulated biomass carbon difference in the green MPM (a) between 6 and 8 kyr BP and
(b) between 0 and 6 kyr BP. Units are kgC m�2. Note that a positive value shows an increase of biomass
from earlier to later times. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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5 kgC m�2. The simulated conversion from vegetated to
desert conditions in the Sahara region (see Figure 12 of
WMWB) could explain such a big decrease of soil carbon.
In contrast, the simulated soil carbon generally increases
from 8 to 0 kyr BP in the SH (Figures 5a and 5b), which is
related to an increased forest cover (see Figure 10a in
section 5.2).

4.3. Sensitivity of Holocene Terrestrial Carbon
Dynamics

[31] We carry out two additional sensitivity experiments
to determine the relative importance of atmospheric CO2

and climate on the terrestrial carbon cycle. Our approach
follows the method of Brovkin et al. [2002]. In the first
experiment (EQ-0k-CO2), the terrestrial carbon cycle is
driven by the atmospheric CO2 concentration at 8 kyr BP
(260 ppmv), but the physical components of the model
simulate the pre-industrial climate as in the EQ-0k run, with
the CO2 forcing fixed at 280 ppmv (Table 1). In the second
experiment (EQ-8k-clm), the terrestrial carbon cycle
responds to the pre-industrial atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tion (280 ppmv), but the physical components of the model
simulate the climate at 8 kyr BP as in the EQ-8k run, with
the CO2 forcing fixed at 260 ppmv (Table 1). In the EQ-0k-
CO2 run, lower atmospheric CO2 leads to a decrease in the
NPP of 0.9 PgC/yr; consequently, the carbon stored in the
biomass and SOM decrease by 10 PgC and 24 PgC,
respectively (Table 5). In contrast, the EQ-8k-clm run
reveals an increase of 3.1 PgC/yr in the NPP and an

increase of 71 PgC in global terrestrial carbon, as
compared to a decrease of 34 PgC in the EQ-0k-CO2

experiment (Table 5). We thus confirm the conclusion of
Brovkin et al. [2002], that changes in climate are more
important for the terrestrial carbon cycle than changes in
atmospheric CO2 concentration.
[32] In summary, we simulate global terrestrial carbon

storages at 8 kyr BP and 6 kyr BP, that are 42 PgC and
68 PgC above the pre-industrial value, respectively. We also
note that in our simulation the terrestrial carbon increases
from 8 to 6 kyr BP, and then decreases from 6 to 0 kyr BP.
This nonlinear behavior is different from the results in the
studies of Brovkin et al. [2002] (who obtained a monotonic
decrease of terrestrial carbon from 8 to 0 kyr BP) and Joos
et al. [2004] (who obtained a gradual increase of terrestrial
carbon from 8 to 0 kyr BP). Table 6 gives a list of model
estimates (including our own) and reconstructed changes of
global terrestrial carbon in the Holocene.

5. Transient Simulations

[33] We now discuss the results for the transient simu-
lations AOV0, AOV8, AOVI, and AOVI* (Table 1). Our
AOV0 simulation corresponds to the runs of Brovkin et al.
[2002] and Joos et al. [2004], since in their simulations
there are no residues of the LIS from 8 to 6 kyr BP and from
7 to 6 kyr BP, respectively. The AOV8 simulation was
carried out to examine the impact of a fixed LIS on the
Holocene climate and the terrestrial carbon cycle. The

Figure 5. Simulated soil carbon difference in the green MPM (a) between 6 and 8 kyr BP and
(b) between 0 and 6 kyr BP. Units are kgC m�2. Note that a positive value shows an increase of soil
carbon from earlier to later times; the color scale is different from Figure 4. See color version of this
figure at back of this issue.
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AOVI simulation investigates the Holocene climate and the
terrestrial carbon cycle in the presence of a prescribed
retreating LIS. Finally, the AOVI* simulation suppresses
the CO2 fertilization in AOVI.

5.1. Simulated Holocene Climate Changes

[34] In the AOVI simulation, the global annual mean
SST increases by about 0.2�C between 8 and 1 kyr BP
(Figure 6a). The first 0.1�C increase from 8 to 6 kyr BP
occurs because of the warming caused by the retreating LIS,
which overrides the orbital-induced cooling for the same
period. However, we believe that the second 0.1�C increase
is due to the long-term adjustment of the ocean circulation
and global SST forced by the 15 ppmv increase in atmo-
spheric CO2 from 6 to 1.2 kyr BP. Without the LIS (AOV0

run), the global SST is initially higher (Figure 6a). After
5.8 kyr BP, the two SST curves from the AOVI and AOV0

runs are similar. The global SST in the AOV8 run is always
smaller than the SST in the AOVI and AOV0 runs.
Presumably, the fixed LIS at 8 kyr BP induces additional
overall cooling on the generally increasing trend of the
global SST.
[35] The global annual mean SAT in the AOVI run

increases during the prescribed retreat of the LIS, and it
reaches a local peak value of 16.3�C at around 5.5 kyr BP
(Figure 6b). It then oscillates around 16.2�C between 5.5 and
1.5 kyr BP, and reaches 16.35�C at 1.2 kyr BP. For the
AOV0 run, the global SAT is higher at the beginning than
the AOVI run, owing to the absence of the LIS. However,
after 6.5 kyr BP, the global SAT is slightly lower than the
AOVI run, presumably owing to the expansion of northern
boreal forest and the vegetation-albedo feedback. After
5 kyr BP, the two global SAT curves for the AOVI and
AOV0 runs are similar. The global SST and SAT curves in
the AOV8 run are lower than those in the AOVI and AOV0

runs because of the presence of the LIS, which has been
fixed at 8 kyr BP (Figures 6a and 6b).
[36] The NH and SH SAT changes in the three transient

simulations (Figures 6c and 6d) are quite different from
those shown in Figure 6b. The NH SAT in the AOVI run
reaches a maximum at around 5.5 kyr BP (Figure 6c) due to
the prescribed retreat of the LIS and the associated north-
ward shift in the treeline. The decreasing NH summer
insolation produces an NH SAT decrease from 5.5 to
0 kyr BP. In contrast, the SH SAT increases from 8 to

1.2 kyr BP in the AOVI run because of the increased SH
summer insolation and forest cover (see Figure 10a in
section 5.2). We also simulate an increased SH terrestrial
carbon during the same period (see Figure 9 in section 5.2).
The SH SAT increase is most likely due to the vegetation-
albedo feedback [Wang et al., 2005a] and the vegetation-
precipitation feedback (section 2.1). Without the LIS
(AOV0 run), the patterns of NH and SH SAT are similar
to those in the AOVI run. Apart for a period right before the
total disappearance of the LIS at 6 kyr BP in the AOVI run,
the NH and SH SAT in the AOV0 run is higher than in the
AOVI run (Figures 6c and 6d). For the AOV8 run, the
overall cooling due to the fixed LIS at 8 kyr BP is most
pronounced in the NH SAT (Figure 6c). It is interesting to
note that the green curves (AOVI) do not simply
stay between the blue (AOV8) and red (AOV0) curves in
Figure 6, because of the positive vegetation-climate feed-
backs under the prescribed retreat of the LIS.
[37] We note that there was a significant drop in temper-

ature from 1.2 to 0.5 kyr BP. We argue that this big
drop comes from the radiative forcing (cooling of about
0.2 W/M2) of the atmospheric CO2, because with fixed
atmospheric CO2, there is no such drop in temperature (see
Figure 13 of WMWB). We also note that the climate fields
from the AOVI and AOVI* simulations are similar (figure
not shown), as only the CO2 fertilization effect is sup-
pressed in AOVI*, and the simulated vegetation distribution
changes slightly.

5.2. Simulated Holocene Terrestrial Carbon Cycle

[38] The global terrestrial carbon curves (Figure 7b)
follow the trends of the global NPP curves (Figure 7a) for
the four transient runs. However, during the first 2000 years,
the lowest global NPP value is obtained in the AOV0 run,
whereas the lowest global terrestrial carbon value is simu-
lated in the AOV8 run. In the AOVI run, the global
terrestrial carbon first increases by about 27 PgC from 8 to
6 kyr BP, and then decreases by about 74 PgC during the
next 6 kyr. The increase during the first 2 kyr is partially
associated with the prescribed retreat of the LIS and the
subsequent northward shift of the boreal forest treeline. The
decrease after 6 kyr BP can be attributed to the decreasing
summer insolation in the NH. Without the prescribed retreat
of the LIS (AOV0 and AOV8 runs), the global terrestrial

Table 5. Changes in the Terrestrial Carbon Storage, Given by the

Difference Between the Sensitivity Simulation and the EQ-0k

Simulationa

Acronym NPPb Biomassc SOMd Total Carbone

EQ-0k-CO2 �0.9 �10 �24 �34
EQ-8k-clm 3.1 9 63 71
EQ-8k 2.2 2 41 42

aNote that a positive number means an increase in the sensitivity
simulation over the EQ-0k simulation.

bThis denotes net primary productivity change in PgC/yr.
cThis denotes total carbon storage change in green and structural

biomass in PgC.
dThis denotes total carbon storage change in soil organic matter in PgC.
eThis denotes total carbon storage change in PgC.

Table 6. Holocene Modeled or Reconstructed Terrestrial Carbon

Changes

Times Changesa References

8 to 0 kyr BP �195 Indermühle et al. [1999]
8 to 0 kyr BP �90 Brovkin et al. [2002]
8 to 6 kyr BP 11 or 83 Joos et al. [2004]
8 to 6 kyr BP 26 this paper
6 to 0 kyr BP �40 Foley [1994]
6 to 0 kyr BP �2 to 0 Peng et al. [1998]
6 to 0 kyr BP �92 to 132 François et al. [1999]
6 to 0 kyr BP 28 or 75 Joos et al. [2004]
6 to 0 kyr BP �68 this paper

aThis denotes the difference in global terrestrial carbon between earlier
and later times in PgC. Note that a positive number means an increase from
earlier to later times.
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carbon decreases on average monotonically from 8 to
0 kyr BP. Upon comparing the AOVI and AOVI* runs,
we note that, with CO2 fertilization suppressed, the global
NPP and terrestrial carbon are lowered by 0.8 PgC/yr
and 25 PgC at 0 kyr BP, respectively. Upon comparing
the equilibrium runs with the AOVI run, we also note
that there are slight differences. These differences are
presumably caused by the nonequilibrium state in the
AOVI run.
[39] The total variation in the SOM carbon (Figure 7d) is

much larger than that in the biomass carbon (Figure 7c; note
the different vertical scales) for the four transient runs. In
fact, the peak to peak change in the biomass carbon for the
AOVI run is about 20 PgC. However, the same change in
the SOM carbon for the same run is about 60 PgC, which
shows that the response of the SOM carbon dominates that
of the biomass carbon during the Holocene. This is because
the response time of the biomass is faster than that of the
SOM in VECODE. Without the retreating LIS (AOV0 and
AOV8 runs), the global biomass carbon is stabilized be-
tween 585 PgC and 605 PgC. On the other hand, the SOM

carbon for these runs decreases monotonically throughout
the Holocene. The first increase from 8 to 6 kyr BP and the
later decrease from 6 to 0 kyr BP patterns are only obtained
when the retreating LIS is added in the AOVI simulation. In
the case of suppressed CO2 fertilization (AOVI*), its effect
is almost equivalent to a fixed LIS in the AOV8 run from 4
to 0 kyr BP. As noted above, the green curves (AOVI) often
overshoot or even stay above the red curves (AOV0). Hence
we suggest that it is important to have a transient boundary
condition in order to simulate a transient response of global
carbon cycle.
[40] We next analyze the total carbon (living biomass and

SOM) stored in the different regions of the model (Figure 8).
First, the total carbon changes in northern boreal forest
(60�N to 75�N) for the AOVI run (Figure 8a) are consistent
with the treeline shifts in this region [TEMPO Members,
1996; Wang et al., 2005b]. We also note that in the green
MPM, the total carbon in the boreal forest (50�N to 75�N)
is about 450 PgC at 0 kyr BP (figure not shown), which
is consistent with observations (e.g., IPCC TAR
[Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2001]). Dur-

Figure 6. Global annual mean (a) SST and (b) SAT, (c) NH SAT and (d) SH SAT in the green MPM
from three transient simulations. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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ing the period from 8 to 6 kyr BP, the total carbon increases
as the boreal forest expands northward, and then it
decreases from 6 to 0 kyr BP when the boreal forest retreats
southward. The suppressed CO2 fertilization (AOVI* run)
reduces the range of the variation but not its pattern.
Secondly, the total carbon in the Sahara region decreases
by about 70 PgC from 8 to 1 kyr BP in all runs (Figure 8b).
This is directly related to the desertification over this period,
as simulated by WMWB. The suppressed CO2 fertilization
has negligible effect in this region. Thirdly, in Figure 8c, the
total carbon increases about 10 PgC in the equatorial area
for the three transient runs AOVI, AOV0 and AOV8

(hereinafter three runs). The total carbon stays almost
constant for the suppressed CO2 fertilization case (AOVI*)
in this area. Finally, owing to the increasing summer
insolation in the SH during the Holocene, there the total
carbon in the three runs increases by about 40 PgC from 8 to
2 kyr BP (Figure 8d). Suppressing the CO2 fertilization
(AOVI*) reduces the range of the increase by 7 to 8 PgC, as

expected. Because of the small differences in the three runs
for the Sahara, equatorial, and SH regions, it is clear that the
receding LIS has little impact on the dynamics of the
Holocene carbon cycle there. Upon comparing Figures 8b
and 8d, we note that from 8 to 6 kyr BP, the total carbon
decrease in the Sahara region is balanced by the total carbon
increase in the SH for the three runs. This was illustrated in
our earlier equilibrium simulations (Table 3). The CO2

fertilization has the most influence in the equatorial area,
since the total carbon density there decreases by 0.36 kgC
m�2 (figure not shown).
[41] To determine why the SH total carbon increases

during the Holocene, we now consider the SH biomass
and SOM developments (Figure 9) and the variations in the
SH forest, grass, and desert areas (Figure 10). First, the
trends for both the total biomass and SOM curves are
similar for the three runs. When the CO2 fertilization is
suppressed (AOVI*), we find reduced carbon increases of
total biomass and SOM of 3 and 7 PgC at 0 kyr BP,

Figure 7. Global (a) NPP, (b) terrestrial carbon, (c) terrestrial biomass, and (d) soil organic matter
in the green MPM from four transient simulations. See color version of this figure at back of this
issue.
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respectively. Secondly, both the grassland and desert areas in
the SH decrease over the period 8 to 2 kyr BP (Figures 10b
and 10c). During this period, the SH forest area increases
(Figure 10a), which accounts for the increased biomass and
SOM carbon in the SH (Figures 9a and 9b).

5.3. Comparison With Other Model Studies

[42] We now compare our main findings for the Holocene
climate and terrestrial carbon cycle dynamics with the
results from the simulations by Brovkin et al. [2002] and
Joos et al. [2004]. Joos et al. [2004] showed that during the
Holocene, the global SST increased about 0.6�C in their
model. This increase occurred mainly between 7 and 6 kyr
BP. They concluded that there was an additional oceanic
outgassing of CO2 (about 6 ppmv) during this period. On
the other hand, Brovkin et al. [2002] simulated a much
smaller increase in the global SST (about 0.05�C) between
8 and 6 kyr BP in their AOVC-T simulation. Our global

SST increases about 0.2�C between 8 and 1 kyr BP
(Figure 6a), which is intermediate between the above two
increases.
[43] Figure 10 of Brovkin et al. [2002] showed that their

global SAT was nearly steady between 8 and 6 kyr BP. It
then declined by 0.1�C during the next 2000 years and
remained steady after 4 kyr BP. Our global SAT (Figure 6b),
however, first increases by 0.3�C to a local peak at about
5.5 kyr BP. This SAT then oscillates around 16.2�C between
5.5 and 1.5 kyr BP, and finally reaches a maximum of
16.35�C at 1.2 kyr BP. In contrast to these patterns of
change, Figure 2 of Joos et al. [2004] showed that from 8 to
0 kyr BP their global SAT increased by 0.8�C in the UM
climate model. However, both their SAT and SST changes
might be overestimated owing to the slab ocean used in the
UM climate model.
[44] Upon comparing our model results for the terres-

trial carbon cycle dynamics with the above studies, we

Figure 8. Total carbon storage for (a) northern boreal forest (60�N to 75�N), (b) Sahara region (15�N to
30�N and 15�W to 50�E), (c) equatorial area (10�S to 10�N) and (d) Southern Hemisphere (south of
10�S) in the green MPM from four transient simulations. See color version of this figure at back of this
issue.
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find three major differences: (1) For the AOVI run, the
global terrestrial carbon increases from 8 to 6 kyr BP, and
42% of this increase occurs in northern boreal forest. The
global terrestrial carbon then decreases from 6 to 0 kyr
BP. The rise and fall pattern can be explained by the
retreating LIS and the vegetation-albedo feedback, accom-
panied by the decreasing summer insolation in the NH.
This contrasts with Brovkin et al. [2002], who did not
include the retreating LIS, and hence found that the
global terrestrial carbon decreases steadily throughout
the Holocene by about 90 PgC. Joos et al. [2004], on
the other hand, obtained a gradual increase of the global
terrestrial carbon of about 39 or 158 PgC throughout the
Holocene. We argue that this latter difference from our
results is due to the lack of the biogeophysical feedbacks,
and the different climate fields used in their simulations.
(2) Joos et al. [2004] did not simulate a greening of the
Sahara region as reconstructed for 6 kyr BP. The greening
of the Sahara region was obtained in our simulation and
that of Brovkin et al. [2002]. (3) We found that the SH
terrestrial carbon increases by 40 PgC from 8 to 2 kyr
BP. The CO2 fertilization contributes less than a 10-PgC
increase during this period. In contrast, Brovkin et al.
[2002] simulated a 20-PgC increase in the SH from 8 to
3 kyr BP. They suggest that the CO2 fertilization can
cause their simulated SH carbon increase (V. Brovkin,
personal communication, 2004). On the other hand, Joos
et al. [2004, Figure 4] simulated a SH carbon increase of

about 20 PgC from 6 to 0 kyr BP. We suggest that an
increased forest area throughout the Holocene in the SH
is the major factor that explains the SH terrestrial carbon
increase. The CO2 fertilization has a secondary effect in
this increase.

5.4. An Explanation of the 20 ppmv Rise in
Atmospheric CO2 During the Holocene

[45] We have shown above that both the global terrestrial
carbon and the atmospheric CO2 increased from 8 to 6 kyr
BP. On the basis of our inverse method and the conservation
of global carbon, the source of these carbon increases must
have come from the ocean. Thus the total carbon content of
the ocean must decrease to supply the simulated increases
in both the atmosphere and the terrestrial biosphere
(Figure 11). Hence we conclude that the first 10-ppmv rise
in the atmospheric CO2 during this period comes from the
ocean only. However, because of the absence of an oceanic
carbon cycle module in the green MPM, we cannot resolve
nor confirm the detailed processes involved in this 10-ppmv
rise. On the other hand, we note from Figure 11 that from
6 to 0 kyr BP, the global terrestrial carbon decreased by
68 PgC, while the atmospheric CO2 continued to increase.
The 68-PgC release of carbon from the terrestrial biosphere
can only explain about a 5-ppmv (68 	 0.15/2.13) rise in
the atmospheric CO2 from 6 to 0 kyr BP. Note that for the
suppressed CO2 fertilization case (AOVI*), the global
terrestrial carbon decreased by 95 PgC (Figure 7b), which

Figure 9. Southern Hemisphere (a) biomass carbon and (b) SOM carbon in the green MPM from four
transient simulations. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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can cause about a 7-ppmv (95 	 0.15/2.13) atmospheric
CO2 rise. Thus the source of the remaining 3 to 5 ppmv
increase in the atmospheric CO2 from 6 to 0 kyr BP must
come from the ocean, as well. The model uncertainty
surrounding the CO2 fertilization contributes to the range
in the global terrestrial carbon decrease (5 to 7 ppmv rise in
atmospheric CO2) from 6 to 0 kyr BP. We also note that the
uncertainty associated with the airborne fraction (Pf in
equation (4)) might change our results with respect to the
period from 6 to 0 kyr BP.

6. Summary and Concluding Remarks

[46] The terrestrial carbon cycle dynamics and pre-indus-
trial Holocene climate were investigated within the frame-
work of an EMIC. An inverse method is introduced to
explain the atmospheric CO2 rise during the pre-industrial
Holocene up to 8 kyr BP. Our model setup is different from
Brovkin et al. [2002] in that we include a prescribed
retreating LIS from 8 to 6 kyr BP [Dyke and Prest, 1986,
1987]. Our model setup is also different from Joos et al.
[2004] in that the green MPM’s components are interac-
tively coupled and thus take into account the vegetation-

albedo and vegetation-precipitation feedbacks. We first
evaluate our terrestrial carbon cycle for the pre-industrial
equilibrium by adding the recalcitrant carbon into the slow
SOM pool. In addition, in all the experiments, we neglect
the one-way transport of carbon from land to ocean [cf.
Brovkin et al., 2002; Joos et al., 2004], and the freshwater
forcing from ice sheet melt. We further note that the
transient behavior of the Holocene climate and global
carbon cycle dynamics depend critically on the transient
boundary conditions applied (Figure 7).
[47] The fully coupled AOVI transient run simulated a

decrease of 70 PgC in total carbon in the Sahara region,
which is caused by desertification in this region (WMWB).
This decrease is partially compensated by an increase of
40 PgC in the total carbon in the SH from 8 to 2 kyr BP. The
increasing austral summer insolation, which causes the
expansion of forest area in the SH, is the major reason for
the above carbon increase. The CO2 fertilization contributes
to less than 10 PgC in this carbon increase. In NH high
latitudes, we note that the simulated treeline shifts
(WMWB) are consistent with the total carbon storage
changes in northern boreal forest: (1) northward shift
(increased carbon storage) from 8 to 6 kyr BP; and

Figure 10. Southern Hemisphere (a) forest area, (b) grassland area, and (c) desert area in the
green MPM from four transient simulations. See color version of this figure at back of this
issue.
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(2) southward shift (decreased carbon storage) from 6 to
0 kyr BP. The simulated global SST increases about 0.1�C
from 8 to 6 kyr BP, and 0.1�C from 6 to 0 kyr BP.
[48] There are a few processes which are not represented

in our model, and these might also contribute to the
Holocene CO2 rise. (1) Anthropogenic land use changes
are not included in our simulations; hence we cannot
evaluate the ‘‘grand’’ hypothesis of Ruddiman [2003]. (2)
Peatland/wetland development is neglected; this may play
an important role throughout the Holocene as suggested by
Gajewski et al. [2001]. In fact, the estimated peatland
formation and carbon store suggest that peat is a major
portion of the terrestrial carbon budget (as much as 500 PgC)
and that major peat development occurred during the
Holocene [Gorham, 1991]. However, the timing and mag-
nitude of the peatland/wetland development need to be
closely constrained before it can be included in terrestrial
and global carbon studies of the Holocene. (3) Coral reef
formation is not considered. However, without a 3-D
sedimentation module, we cannot test the hypothesis of
Ridgwell et al. [2003].
[49] It should also be noted that we have not attempted to

constrain our results with the d13C data obtained from the
Taylor Dome ice core. We do this because: (1) Broecker et
al. [2001] argued that the small signal (0.2%) to measure-
ment error (0.06%) ratio and the scatter of the results
(0.08%) around the model curve offer no assurance to
avoid the contamination introduced by the CO2 absorbed

onto surfaces of the apparatus. They also argued that the
reconstructed d13C data from the ice core cannot exclude the
possibility that there has been no measurement trend in
atmospheric d13C. (2) Joos et al. [2004] noted that the
amplitude of their simulated d13C change (0.2%) was small
compared to the data range (0.4%). Thus they argued that
the precision of d13C data needed to be ±0.1% or better
for a reliable separation of terrestrial and ocean carbon
processes.
[50] In summary, on the basis of our inverse method,

we find the following: (1) The first 10-ppmv CO2 rise
from 8 to 6 kyr BP comes from the oceanic carbon
sources, which include outgassing due to the SST in-
crease, calcite compensation, and other oceanic processes.
(2) The second 10-ppmv CO2 rise from 6 to 0 kyr BP
comes from terrestrial carbon release (5–7 ppmv), and
the oceanic carbon sources (3–5 ppmv), which include
outgassing due to the SST increase, calcite compensation,
and other oceanic processes. In order to gain insight into
the details of the oceanic carbon processes during the pre-
industrial Holocene, we next plan to develop an oceanic
carbon cycle module and couple it to the green MPM, in
the form used in this paper.
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Figure 11. Carbon storage changes in the green MPM for the AOVI simulation. See color version of
this figure at back of this issue.
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Figure 1. Taylor Dome derived atmospheric CO2 concentration and corresponding carbon storage in
PgC (1015 gC). To convert ppmv to PgC, multiply the former by 2.13 PgC/ppmv, the well-known
conversion constant for the atmosphere.

Figure 3. Vegetation cover in the green MPM of (a) tree fraction, (b) grass fraction and (c) desert
fraction for the pre-industrial period.
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Figure 4. Simulated biomass carbon difference in the green MPM (a) between 6 and 8 kyr BP and
(b) between 0 and 6 kyr BP. Units are kgC m�2. Note that a positive value shows an increase of biomass
from earlier to later times.

Figure 5. Simulated soil carbon difference in the green MPM (a) between 6 and 8 kyr BP and
(b) between 0 and 6 kyr BP. Units are kgC m�2. Note that a positive value shows an increase of soil
carbon from earlier to later times; the color scale is different from Figure 4.
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Figure 6. Global annual mean (a) SST and (b) SAT, (c) NH SAT and (d) SH SAT in the green MPM
from three transient simulations.
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Figure 7. Global (a) NPP, (b) terrestrial carbon, (c) terrestrial biomass, and (d) soil organic matter in the
green MPM from four transient simulations.
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Figure 8. Total carbon storage for (a) northern boreal forest (60�N to 75�N), (b) Sahara region (15�N to
30�N and 15�W to 50�E), (c) equatorial area (10�S to 10�N) and (d) Southern Hemisphere (south of
10�S) in the green MPM from four transient simulations.
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Figure 9. Southern Hemisphere (a) biomass carbon and (b) SOM carbon in the green MPM from four
transient simulations.
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Figure 10. Southern Hemisphere (a) forest area, (b) grassland area, and (c) desert area in the green
MPM from four transient simulations.
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Figure 11. Carbon storage changes in the green MPM for the AOVI simulation.
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